
Quick check list 

• Do I know my alphabet? 

• Do I know my phase 2 sounds 

• Do I know my phase 3 sounds? 

• Do I know my phase 5 sounds? 

• Can I read and spell my first 

hundred words? 

• Can I blend sounds together to 

help read and spell? 

• Do I hold my pencil correctly? 

• Do I form my letters correctly? 

• Can I write both my names and 

the days of the week? 

• Do I read daily at home? 

  

What do we 
need to know 
in year one for 
English 
success? 

 
 

 



Reading 

The children will be discussing word meanings, linking new meanings to 

those already known  

Learning to appreciate rhymes and poems, and to recite some by heart  

and join in with predictable phrases.  

They will be predicting what might happen on the basis of what has been 

read so far  

Discuss what is read to them, taking turns and listening to what others 

say  

They need to explain clearly their understanding of what is read to them.  

They will be discussing the significance of the title and events  

They will be encouraged to link what they read or hear read to their own 

experiences becoming very familiar with key stories, fairy stories and 

traditional tales, retelling them and considering their particular 

characteristics  

Children will be listening to and discussing a wide range of poems, stories 

and non- fiction at a level beyond that at which they can read 

independently 

How to help at home 

Read every day with your child at home 

Take time to discuss the story and ask them questions to check their 

understanding. 

Read together any key words that are sent home. Some words will be 

tricky and some they will be able to sound out. 

Share a wide range of reading materials and give reading a high priority 

at home. 

  Writing 

Children will read aloud their writing clearly enough to be heard by their 

peers and the teacher.   

Write sentences by saying out loud what they are going to write about.  

Write sentences and re-read what they have written to check that it 

makes sense.  

When handwriting children need to form capital letters and digits 0-9.  

Sit correctly at a table, holding a pencil comfortably and correctly.  

Form lower-case letters in the correct direction, starting and finishing in 

the right place (cursive style).  

Children need to know how words can combine to make sentences  

Understand the separation of words with spaces (punctuation)  

Write sentences and by sequencing sentences form short narratives.  

When writing use capital letters, question marks and exclamation marks 

to demarcate sentences (punctuation)  

Join words and joining clauses using and  (sentence) 

Children need to use their phonics to spell words and also be able to spell 

the high frequency words from list one and two. 

Children need to know some words can be spelt using phonics and that 

some words are ‘tricky’ and just have to be learnt. 

How to help at home 

Encourage writing shopping lists, post cards and short stories. Celebrate 

all attempts. Read work through with your child to see if any words are 

missing and help them to add them in. Help learn weekly spellings 
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